
FOOTBALL TRASH TALK
THREAD
I had intended to post this thread on Friday, as
a regular feature on the new digs for the rest
of the season. But with so much going on, I’m
just getting around to it now. To catch us up on
the football trash talk, I give you Neil:

It’s 36F and overcast in Foxborough with
a steady 6 MPH breeze from the
northeast. You can run or throw in this
weather. The players won’t be tight from
extreme cold. It’s apparent the loss of
Roosevelt Colvin has made the Pats run
defense more vulnerable, putting
additional pressure on the suspect
secondary. The Pats will have a
sophisticated game plan to take away the
Steelers strength on offense.

The 10 point spread is an over estimate.
I think the Pats have a 3-point
advantage. Vegas has gotten in wrong for
three weeks in a row. Things have
changed since the early routes. Vegas is
still catching up.

This week in the NFL is when fatigue
sets in. Players’ minds are sharp but
their bodies can’t execute at the same
level as earlier in the season. Better,
more disciplined athletes will make the
plays. Expect errors like turnovers and
drops that affect the outcome.

About the Rodney Harrison watch, we
continue to observe if a failure on
defense that results in a loss is caused
by this “experienced” free safety or
steroid withdrawal symptoms.

The Lions are up 10-7 against the
Cowboys early in the second quarter with
the ball in the red zone.
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 I agree with Neil about the spread: this is
going to be a very tough game for the Pats. If
only the Steelers were playing as well in away
games as they have in years past, I’d be even
more conservative than Neil.

The Rodney Harrison reference is to something I
said last week; I predicted he would be the weak
link in the Pats inevitable loss this year. But
I think he must have read what I said, because
he was really instrumental in stepping it up
against the Ravens last week. Though I agree
with Neil: without Roosevelt Colvin, the
Linebackers all of a sudden look as old and
creaky as I am.

And about those hapless Lions? They’re now up
20-7 against the ‘Boys. 


